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“An entertaining history of baseball cards . . . An engaging book on a narrow but fascinating
topic.” —The Washington Post When award-winning journalist Dave Jamieson’s parents sold his
childhood home a few years ago, he rediscovered a prized boyhood possession: his baseball
card collection. Now was the time to cash in on the “investments” of his youth. But all the card
shops had closed, and cards were selling for next to nothing online. What had happened? In
Mint Condition, his fascinating, eye-opening, endlessly entertaining book, Jamieson finds the
answer by tracing the complete story of this beloved piece of American childhood. Picture cards
had long been used for advertising, but after the Civil War, tobacco companies started slipping
them into cigarette packs as collector’s items. Before long, the cards were wagging the
cigarettes. In the 1930s, cards helped gum and candy makers survive the Great Depression. In
the 1960s, royalties from cards helped transform the baseball players association into one of the
country’s most powerful unions, dramatically altering the game. In the eighties and nineties,
cards went through a spectacular bubble, becoming a billion-dollar-a-year industry before all but
disappearing, surviving today as the rarified preserve of adult collectors. Mint Condition is
charming, original history brimming with colorful characters, sure to delight baseball fans and
collectors. “Jamieson explores the history of card collecting through an entertaining cast of
characters . . . For anyone who can recall being excited to rip open their newest pack of cards,
Mint Condition is a treat.” —Forbes

“The definitive history of baseball cards. . . . As much fun as opening a pack of baseball cards
and discovering a Mickey Mantle.”—Forbes“A phenomenal primer in the pitfalls of personal
investing and the dangers of believing something is valuable just because everyone says it is
(see: Tickle Me Elmo, Retired Beanie Babies).” —Boston Herald"An entertaining history of
baseball cards . . . an engaging book on a narrow but fascinating topic." —Washington
Post“Nostalgic and quirky.” —New York Post"Jamieson chronicles the story of baseball cards
with skill and bounce ... It's a blast for collectors of all stripes." —Austin American
Statesman“Jamieson explores the history of card collecting through an entertaining cast of
characters—the visionaries and villains who turned a gimmick designed to boost tobacco sales
into a billion-dollar industry. . . The pictures in Jamieson's book are captivating, a veritable art
gallery of the industry from its infancy in the 1800s to the slickly produced versions of today....
For anyone who can recall being excited to rip open their newest pack of cards, Mint Condition is
a treat.” —Forbes.com“By the early 1990s, baseball card manufacturers were printing 81 billion
of the things a year, or 325 for every man, woman and child in the U.S. . . . Of course it ended
badly. How and why is the subject of Dave Jamieson’s absorbingMint Condition.” —
Bloomberg“In this compelling book, journalist Jamieson tracks the history of baseball cards from



their late 19th-century beginnings to the present, covering the controversies (e.g, card
forgeries), the rivalries (e.g., between companies issuing cards, and between rival collectors),
and baseball cards as investments. . . . This very satisfying account of the development of
baseball cards and our attitudes toward them is highly recommended even for those casually
interested in sports or collectibles.” —Library Journal“Engaging, informative, and full of
unexpected pleasures, Mint Condition deserves a spot on any baseball fan’s bookshelf. Dave
Jamieson has hit it out of the park.” —Cait Murphy, author of Crazy ’08: How a Cast of Cranks,
Rogues, Boneheads, and Magnates Created the Greatest Year in Baseball History“Mint
Condition kept me spellbound and couch-bound for two days. Its pages are redolent of
basements, bubble gum and bachelorhood. They teem with artists, innocents and charlatans.
Dave Jamieson fit a century-and-a-half of Americana on the back of a baseball card, a
remarkable achievement.” —Steve Rushin“An engaging, playful and well-reported history of
baseball cards, and how they went from being a premium in packs of gum to collectibles selling
at six-figure prices at the world's auction houses.” —Milwaukee Journal Sentinel“A thoroughly
compelling, entertaining and sometimes tragic read, [Mint Condition] will provide even veteran
collectors with new insight to the hobby they love.” —Voice of the Collector"A definitive history of
both a pastime and an industry. For those of us who grew up collectors--and still feel a
sentimental attachment to those seventeen utterly worthless Dan Plesac rookie cards gathering
mold in our basement--this is the book that explains everything." —Michael Weinreb, author of
The Kings of New York and Bigger than the Game“An interesting examination of a hobby that
turned into big business and then fell back to earth.” —Charlotte Observer“A fascinating history
of a once-vital tradition. —Robert Birnbaum, The Morning News“The only history of baseball
cards that matters.” — Kriston Capps, DCist.com“Jamieson elucidates with smooth prose and
fascinating tidbits of historical trivia just how the production of baseball cards became a major
industry … Jamieson peppers his narrative with stories of the eccentric characters and colorful
personalities … The book is an essential read for the baseball fan or anyone who remembers
ripping into a wax pack, hoping that their childhood heros would be found inside.” —Brett
Savage, New Jersey MonthlyAbout the AuthorWhen award-winning journalist Dave Jamieson’s
parents sold his childhood home a few years ago, he rediscovered a prized boyhood
possession: his baseball card collection. Now was the time to cash in on the “investments” of his
youth. But all the card shops had closed, and cards were selling for next to nothing online. What
had happened? In Mint Condition, his fascinating, eye-opening, endlessly entertaining book,
Jamieson finds the answer by tracing the complete story of this beloved piece of American
childhood. Picture cards had long been used for advertising, but after the Civil War, tobacco
companies started slipping them into cigarette packs as collector’s items. Before long, the cards
were wagging the cigarettes. In the 1930s, cards helped gum and candy makers survive the
Great Depression. In the 1960s, royalties from cards helped transform the baseball players
association into one of the country’s most powerful unions, dramatically altering the game. In the
’80s and ’90s, cards went through a spectacular bubble, becoming a billion-dollar-a-year



industry before all but disappearing, surviving today as the rarified preserve of adult collectors.
Mint Condition is charming, original history brimming with colorful characters, sure to delight
baseball fans and collectors.From Publishers WeeklyIt's a form of megalomania, of course, one
famous card collector once said of his hobby—and, as Jamieson explains, there are plenty of
people willing to cash in on collectors' obsessions; the secondary market for baseball cards may
be as much as a half-billion dollars annually. It used to be even stronger: Jamieson got
interested in the history of baseball cards when he rediscovered his own adolescent stash only
to find that its value had plummeted in the mid-1990s. His loss is our gain as he tracks the
evolution of the card from its first appearance in cigarette packs in the late 19th century through
the introduction of bubble gum and up to the present. The historical narrative is livened by
several interviews, including conversations with the two men who launched Topps (for decades
the first name in cards) and a collector who's dealt in million-dollar cards. Jamieson also
digresses neatly into curiosities like the Horrors of War card set, the legendary Mars Attacks,
and a profanity-laced card featuring Cal Ripken's little brother. It's a fun read, but it also shows
just how much serious work went into sustaining this one corner of pop culture ephemera.
(Apr.)Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From Booklist*Starred Review*
Every time a rare baseball card brings a million-dollar price at auction, thousands of aging
former collectors wistfully recall shoeboxes full of rookie cards and wonder if they lost a fortune
when Mom cleaned out their rooms. The answer, according to Washington-based, award-
winning journalist Jamieson is . . . probably not. Jamieson doesn’t supply lists of valuable cards
(there are collectors’ journals for that); rather, he chronicles the history of collectible cards,
profiles a few unique collectors, and tracks the development of the hobby and ponders its future.
He profiles Jefferson Burdick, an almost forgotten man who donated what was probably the
greatest collection of baseball cards ever assembled to New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art
over the course of a decade before his death in 1963. In tracing the history of collectible cards,
Jamieson shows the extraordinary lengths to which the early cigarette and card companies went
to separate young boys from their money, a penny and then a nickel at a time. A not uncommon
tactic was to issue incomplete sets to keep collectors fruitlessly buying in search of a card that
didn’t exist. This is a fascinating history that encompasses not only the nuances of serious
collecting but also the business machinations and card-marketing strategies that contributed
significantly to the rise of the cigarette and gum industries. Superbly informative and
entertaining. --Wes Lukowsky --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Mint ConditionMint ConditionHow Baseball Cards Became an American ObsessionDAVE
JAMIESONCopyright © 2010 by Dave JamiesonAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including information storage
and retrieval systems, without permission in writing from the publisher, except by a reviewer, who
may quote brief passages in a review. Scanning, uploading, and electronic distribution of this
book or the facilitation of such without the permission of the publisher is prohibited. Please
purchase only authorized electronic editions, and do not particiate in or encourage electronic
piracy of copyrighted materials. Your support of the author’s rights is appreciated. Any member
of educational institutions wishing to photocopy part or all of the work for classroom use, or
anthology, should send inquiries to Grove/Atlantic, Inc., 841 Broadway, New York, NY 10003 or
permissions@groveatlantic.com.The author would like to thank The Topps Company, Inc., and
The Upper Deck Company, LLC for permission to reproduce their card images.Published
simultaneously in CanadaPrinted in the United States of AmericaAtlantic Monthly Pressan
imprint of Grove/Atlantic, Inc.841 BroadwayNew York, NY 10003Distributed by Publishers Group
WestIn memory of Brian Fleury and Matthew MorahanContentsIntroduction1 Please, Mister,
Give Me the Picture!2 Anyone Can Get the Cards3 People Chew Harder When They Are Sad4
Cartophilia5 The Great Changemaker6 Down in the Sub-subbasements7 Nostalgia Futures8
Cardboard Gold9 Gem Mint Ten!10 The Ringmaster11 A Visit to the Doctor12 It’s Just a Piece of
CardboardNotesAcknowledgmentsIntroductionIn the summer of 2006, my parents sold my
boyhood home in northern New Jersey. With the new owners eager to move in, I had about three
weeks to get home and clear everything out of my old bedroom. This would be no small task. I’d
gone through a few hard-core collecting phases in my younger days—Absolut vodka magazine
advertisements, Star Wars toys—and I’d for years declined to dispose of any of my accumulated
trinkets. Perhaps I was deluded enough to believe that my beat-up Millennium Falcon would
bring in some money one day, but I suspect I clung to these knickknacks for reasons more
nostalgic than financial. After all, they were mementos of my formative years. When I told my
mother that I’d drive from Washington, D.C., to Jersey and back in a rental car, she worried that
one particular boxful of memories might not be able to make the return trip. “You’ve gotta see this
thing,” she said. “It’s huge.”The object in question sat impressively in the middle of my bedroom
closet, so large it seemed as if the rest of the house had been built around it twenty-odd years
ago. Strewn atop and behind it were other remnants of my childhood: three Notre Dame football
jerseys, one of them autographed by wide receiver Raghib Ismail; a Darth Vader helmet and an
Ewok village; assorted Don Mattingly posters; and a circa 1988 Playboy of unknown
provenance. The box itself was so heavy that at first I thought it held my old Weider dumbbells
from middle school, but then I noticed the block letters I’d markered on the side: BASEBALL
CARDS.This was my old stash: thousands, if not tens of thousands, of cards, most of them from
the late 1980s, stuffed into shoe boxes. Kirby Puckett, Ryne Sandberg, and a presteroidal Barry
Bonds all stared back at me with fresh young faces. I’d started collecting these cards simply
because I loved the game and idolized its players. But like many kids of my generation, I



gradually came to believe that there was money at stake in trading cards. A Rickey Henderson
rookie card could fetch $80 back then, and for an eight-year-old that kind of sale was like adding
an extra Christmas to the calendar. I remembered this when I found, amid the untold number of
common cards in my closet, two small black boxes that contained the gems of my collection,
rookie cards of the game’s top players from two decades ago, all of them in fine condition and
encased in plastic holders. So long, old friends, I thought. The time had come to cash in these
long-held investments. After a few more moments of reverie, I decided to load every last card
into my rental, haul them back to Washington, and put them up for sale.There were so many
cards that I couldn’t fit them all into the trunk of the Civic; I had to load the spillover into the back
seats. Once I got home, I realized that my modest studio apartment couldn’t hold all of the cards,
either. Rather than rent storage space, I decided to borrow a hand truck from the building’s
maintenance guy and wheel them to my newspaper office a few blocks away. As my trove
teetered down the sidewalk, the topmost shoe box fell to the pavement and a mess of cards
spilled into the view of passersby. Lest these strangers believe that a twenty-seven-year-old man
still collected baseball cards, I fumbled to get them back into the box as quickly as possible and
continued on my way. Once at the office, I filled every square inch of free space in my cubicle
with the cards, stuffing most of them beneath my desk. As I made phone calls, my knees
bumped against the likes of Mark McGwire and Ken Griffey Jr. The joke in the newsroom was
that I’d brought in the cards just to be close to them.Getting my collection to Washington turned
out to be the easy part. Unloading the cards on someone else would prove nearly impossible. I
tried the phone numbers of card dealers I’d found online, but they all seemed to be
disconnected. Not a good sign. Finally, I reached a human. “I’ve got a load of good cards I’m
looking to get rid of—lots of nice rookies,” I told the man confidently.“When are they from?” he
asked.“The eighties, mostly,” I said.“Those cards aren’t worth anything,” he told me, declining to
look at them.I tried another shop that still seemed to be in business. I was told, “Maybe if you
had, like, twenty McGwire rookie cards, that’s something we might be interested in.”“Have you
tried eBay?” asked the third dealer I got in touch with.I duly checked the site, and I was shocked
to see the going rates for my cards. On Craigslist the market looked even worse. The collectibles-
for-sale board was littered with postings from clueless card holders like myself, who were
pushing thirty and suddenly had to sell off a 1988 Fleer factory set. Under titles such as “tens of
thousands of baseball cards for sale!” and “I am selling thousands and thousands of baseball
cards,” the lapsed collectors all but pleaded for buyers to haul the twenty-year-old cardboard out
of their homes. “I need to make room,” they implored.Still, just about all of these postings ended
with what I now knew was a hilariously untenable asking price. One guy wanted $1,500 for his
ten thousand cards. He didn’t understand: we all still had our ten thousand cards. I sent teaser e-
mails to some of the sellers. I was accustomed to getting no response in Craigslist dealings, but I
heard back immediately from just about all of the card sellers I reached out to, even if their
postings had been putrefying on the board for nearly a week. Yeah, man, they’d reply. Still got
’em. When do you wanna come by? I’m here all day . . . Nobody wanted these things, and



nobody could get rid of them, either. The baseball card market had apparently collapsed.I
headed to a nearby CVS to get a look at the latest card offerings, wondering if perhaps some
deterioration in quality was to blame. I walked aisle after aisle in vain. “Where are your baseball
cards?” I finally asked a young clerk.She stared blankly at me. I might as well have asked where I
could find the gun aisle. I couldn’t believe it. When I was a kid, drugstores were synonymous with
baseball cards. What had happened?In search of answers, I headed to one of the few surviving
baseball card shops in the Washington area, a small time capsule tucked in the back of a
multivendor flea market in Manassas, Virginia. There, sixty-two-year-old Barry Sacks ran his
eponymous Sacks Are Loaded Sports Card Shop. I sat with him for a good part of an afternoon,
admiring the throwback feel of his store, where common cards were strewn among sports-
magazine back issues and rookie cards sat in a display case with reasonable price tags. A
friendly guy who’d been collecting cards most of his life, Sacks struck me as someone who
didn’t care much whether he made a lot of money. Good thing. Over the course of two hours at
his shop, I didn’t see a single customer stop by. I later wondered what Sacks would have been
doing with that time if I hadn’t been there talking him up.“Now I don’t really see any kids,” Sacks
said. “I’d say maybe ten percent of the customers are under eighteen. Kids got out for a bunch of
reasons —the hobby got complicated, and I don’t think it was well-advertised, either. There are
very few shops now, and anyone opening a store wouldn’t make it. If they tell you business is
booming, they’re lying. The future doesn’t look good. You lose a generation, then you lose that
generation’s kids.” Back in the day, Sacks used to have kids from the neighborhood sort vendor
boxes of cards into ordered sets, then he’d reward each one with a set of his own. But he hasn’t
done anything like that in years. He assumes the kids are home messing with their
PlayStations.So began my return to the world of baseball cards. Over the next couple of years,
as I tried to figure out where the cards came from and where they went, I stumbled across one
obsessive card lover after another, some of them long dead and buried but each with his own
story. The cards, of course, had been around long before I ever walked into a corner store
looking for cardboard—but also long before my father did before me, or his father before him.
The first boys to fall in love with baseball cards discovered them not in Topps wax packs but in
cigarette boxes during the 1880s. America’s tobacco moguls put them there in hopes of
popularizing what was then an unconventional form of the product. Soon, baseball cards proved
crucial in creating a new generation of smokers. In the 1930s some of the country’s leading gum
and candy makers discovered that baseball cards could help shoulder them through the darkest
days of the Great Depression, with the card sets of the era keeping children attached to baseball
even when their parents couldn’t afford to take them to the ballpark. By the ‘50s, the cards had
made their way into every neighborhood where baseball was to be found, thanks in large part to
the foresight and aggressiveness of one Brooklyn candy company. In the end, Topps became an
American icon, establishing the baseball card as an industry unto itself, which is how, some
three decades later, I came to while away several years of my life playing with them.I’d left the
hobby at its peak, in my early teens, and never witnessed how it crashed. In 1994, baseball



players walked off the job after months of wrangling with ownership over the possibility of a
salary cap, sending the game’s reputation among fans to new depths. During and after the 232-
day work stoppage, children fled en masse to other dime-store diversions such as Pokémon and
Yu-Gi-Oh! cards—not to mention video games. In truth, though, the industry had been heading
south before the players and owners delivered the death blow. A lot of card dealers who didn’t
get out of the game early enough took a beating. “They all put product in their basement and
thought it was gonna turn into gold,” one survivor told me.The dealers, the card companies, and
the players’ union had all helped to kill the golden goose, flooding the market with more than a
hundred different card sets. Kids felt overwhelmed. The industry started to cater almost
exclusively to what a Beckett Baseball Card Monthly employee described to me as “the hard-
core collector,” an “older male, twenty-five to fifty-four, with discretionary income.” Manufacturers
multiplied prices and tantalized buyers with limited, autographed, gold-foil-slathered cards.
Baseball cards were no longer souvenirs of your favorite players—they were elaborate
doubloons that happened to have ballplayers on them.Of course, the great crash of ‘94 had
been preceded by a boom period of wild speculation. On my street in a small town in northern
New Jersey, cardboard served as the great equalizer among most boys between the ages of
eight and twelve. Baseball card trading was our pastime and issues of Beckett were our stock
tickers. I considered myself a major player on the neighborhood trading circuit. My favorite way to
restart stalled negotiations was to sweeten the pot by throwing in an old Phil Rizzuto card that
only I knew had once sat in a pool of orange juice. Even after a buddy somehow discovered that
he’d been ripped off, he always got over it because there was always more trading to do. Aside
from video games, our primary shared interest was in biking to the nearest convenience store,
where we would each plunk down a buck or two for wax packs of Topps, Fleer, Donruss, and
Upper Deck cards and then tear into them outside in the parking lot. Sometimes we dropped the
accompanying gum on the ground as we shuffled through our new prizes. It always tasted pretty
stale anyway.If we were feeling ambitious, we rode another half mile to the nearest baseball card
shop, which was tucked into a strip mall next to a couple of office parks. Back then, it seemed as
if every town like ours had its own card shop, if not three of them. In the late ‘80s, a lot of grown
men had come to believe that selling baseball cards was a lot like selling precious metals. The
value of the product was intrinsic, the thinking went, destined only to go up. Unsurprisingly, many
of their shops had a bank vault–like sterility. But I still treasured the time I was given in them,
drooling over display cases filled with the game’s greats, pining after vintage cards that I knew I
would never own. I remember staring at the Topps 1984 Don Mattingly rookie card, encased in
plastic and marked with a $32 price tag, wondering if it would be mine after the holidays.By
1991, sales of baseball cards had reached $1.2 billion annually, meaning that cards were no
longer just a supplement to help sell something else. The cards became the core component of
an estimated $4-billion-per-year sports-memorabilia market, which was propped up by some 4
million serious collectors. A trade magazine called American Printer—as good a source as any,
given that the card companies were wise enough never to release figures themselves—



approximated that 81 billion baseball cards were being produced annually by the early 1990s.
That’s about 325 baseball cards for every man, woman, and child in the country each year,
almost four times as many individual newspapers that were printed per capita. The 1991
National Sports Collectors Convention, held at the Anaheim Convention Center in California,
attracted more than a hundred thousand attendees—a crowd so large that an additional thirty
thousand had to be turned away by fire marshals. People waited for up to five hours to get inside,
where the convention promptly turned into a near riot, with collectors making off with some
$500,000 in stolen cardboard, sometimes wheeling entire display cases out of the venue on
dollies. In retrospect, there couldn’t have been a better sign of an impending crash.But just as
the manufacturers of new baseball cards were about to get drubbed, the market for vintage
cards started to take off. The James C. Copeland auction of 1991 produced the first jaw-
dropping sales numbers for old cards. In a then unique arrangement, Copeland, a wealthy
California sporting-goods retailer, consigned his 873-lot baseball memorabilia collection to
Sotheby’s. Some eight hundred collectors came together to bid in the two-day auction, pushing
many prices several times over their initial estimate by the time the final gavel dropped.
Copeland netted about $5 million for his programs, ticket stubs, and baseball cards. The pièce
de résistance was a 1910 Honus Wagner card issued by the American Tobacco Company—now
known as the T206 Wagner, the most famous piece of cardboard in the hobby—which was
purchased jointly by hockey legend Wayne Gretzky and Los Angeles Kings owner Bruce McNall
for $451,000, more than $300,000 over the presale estimate. The Wagner card has roughly
doubled in auction price every few years since McNall and Gretzky bought it, topping out in the
fall of 2007 for $2.8 million. Long gone are the days when paying $1,000 for an early Mickey
Mantle or Willie Mays card seemed preposterous.The Copeland auction marked the
ascendancy of a different kind of baseball card business, one that shunned gum-chewing kids
and has spawned its own profitable subindustries. Over the past couple of years, I’ve seen a
good deal of this world and the men who operate it. (No matter what else has changed, baseball
card collecting remains an overwhelmingly male preserve.) There are now a dozen or so auction
houses that specialize in baseball cards and sports memorabilia, each year putting together
auction catalogs that eventually become collector’s items themselves. It’s estimated that these
houses and non-specialty outlets such as eBay and, yes, Craigslist now churn up half a billion
dollars in baseball card sales annually on the secondary market. And like any high-stakes and
wholly unregulated industry, the vintage-card market is rife with allegations of corruption and
malfeasance, from shill bidding to the fabrication of provenance and alteration of cards. As of
this writing, it’s been reported that at least one baseball card auction house is being investigated
by the FBI.So much money is at stake that a number of card-grading services have sprung up;
the men at these firms devote themselves to determining the authenticity, condition, and
ultimately the value of baseball cards submitted by collectors. There’s really no choice for the
serious collector these days but to have his cards professionally examined before selling them.
In my visit to a grading house, I watched as a clutch of pasty-white graders hunched together in



a dark room, examining card after card beneath black lights and magnifying glasses.I also spent
time with a multimillionaire whose card collection is so complete that he now commissions
former Topps artists, to the tune of several thousand dollars a pop, to create unique cards of his
own imagining. I came across another collector who couldn’t bear to part with his cards, which
were sitting in a chain of warehouses in Wisconsin and likely worth over $10 million, even as his
health began to fail and death loomed. It’s just cardboard, some like to say. But for these men it’s
much more than that. I sat with one auction-house president who’s profited as much from the
cardboard obsession as anyone else in the country, and even he couldn’t understand the
compulsion that drives his industry. “We auctioneers, I think we’re more in the business of
psychology than of collecting,” he told me. “I don’t relate to the mania the way I used to. When it
was cheaper, it was a little more reasonable and it made sense to me. It doesn’t make sense
anymore.”It’s tempting to suggest that the history of baseball cards parallels the history of
baseball, which, according to conventional wisdom, has evolved from an innocent American
pastime into a revenue-churning industry. But that arc is too tidy in either case. Baseball cards
have always been serious business, and they’ve always been about making money. The very
first cards became a significant weapon in the late-nineteenth-century advertising battles
between America’s major tobacco companies. In the 1930s, the controversial cards released by
Gum, Inc., helped make J. Warren Bowman, the “Bubble Gum King,” one of the wealthiest
industrialists of post-Depression Philadelphia. A couple of decades later, Topps Chewing Gum,
Inc. used its strangle-hold on the baseball card market to drive other bubble gum firms out of
business. Had Topps not then had to fight, sometimes ruthlessly, with the likes of Fleer and
Donruss and Upper Deck for the hearts and wallets of sports-obsessed grade-schoolers, kids
like me probably never would have turned baseball cards into a billion-dollar industry.Cards
aren’t really a hallmark of childhood anymore; they’re a way for collectors to return to it. In the
end, I decided not to sell my own collection. I figured that my Wade Boggs rookie would be worth
more to me as a keepsake of my card-shop days than as yet another online auction with a
starting bid of ninety-nine cents. In that spirit, one day I did what card-collecting protocol had
always advised against: I opened a handful of old wax packs that I’d stowed away in the late
1980s, sealed, as an investment. As I rifled through the cards hoping to score an All-Star, I felt a
very particular twinge of excitement, one that I hadn’t felt in about twenty years. I even tried the
gum, which tasted no staler than it did when I was a child.1Please, Mister, Give Me the Picture!
Although an estimated five thousand Union soldiers would eventually die of starvation and
disease inside its wooden stockades, the Confederate-run prison camp at Salisbury, North
Carolina, was a great place for a ball game. Created seven months after the first shots were fired
at Fort Sumter in 1861, Salisbury was one of the primary destinations for Yankee prisoners of
war early in the Civil War. The only war prison in the state, the modest sixteen-acre compound
included a cotton factory, a blacksmith’s shop, and enough of an open field to accommodate a
pair of baseball nines when weather and the warden permitted.The first 120 Union detainees
arrived at Salisbury shortly before Christmas 1861, and by the following spring there were a still



manageable fourteen hundred prisoners sleeping in the camp’s tenements. In these early days
Salisbury, with its oak trees and water barrels and ample breathing room, was a rather pleasant
place to suffer one’s wartime capture. One Yank remarked that it was “more endurable than any
other part of Rebeldom.” As several prisoners’ memoirs bear out, this agreeable atmosphere
had a lot to do with baseball. According to the diary of imprisoned doctor Charles Carroll Gray,
prisoners played ball nearly every day that rain or cold didn’t prevent it. They even celebrated the
Fourth of July of 1862 by reading the Declaration of Independence aloud and playing a few
innings on their makeshift diamond.Baseball took hold at other encampments in both the South
and the North, especially during the first half of the war. The game provided a respite from the
wretchedness of battle and camp, with regimental soldiers routinely playing ball among
themselves, their games sometimes broken off by the fire of cannons, muskets, and carbines.
J.G.B. Adams, a member of the Nineteenth Regiment of Massachusetts, wrote that during his
stay at Falmouth, Virginia, “baseball fever” broke out among both Yanks and Rebs, with Adams
and his comrades close enough to their enemies across the river to cheer them on. “We would
sit on the bank and watch their games, and the distance was so short we could understand
every movement and would applaud good plays.”The war would temporarily cripple organized
baseball as players in the North left their clubs to enlist, but it also helped to spread the game to
new parts of America. As the New York Clipper noted in 1865, “When soldiers were off duty,
base ball was naturalized in nearly every state in the Union.” What had been a Northern
gentleman’s game closely associated with Brooklyn became a fixture in many cities in the South
and West, with new clubs sprouting in pockets of the former Confederacy, such as Richmond,
Virginia, and Galveston, Texas, where the best local team took the name of Robert E. Lee. After
the war, the game began to blossom not only as a professional, revenue-churning entertainment
but also as a fixture of blue-collar urban life. In his landmark 1911 book about early baseball,
America’s National Game, Albert G. Spalding, the pioneering pitcher and latter-day sporting-
goods mogul, traced the sport’s dawn to the war, arguing that the spirit of the game was
inextricably linked to military conflict—and relief from it. The game, he wrote, “had its early
evolution when soldiers, North and South, were striving to forget their foes by cultivating, through
this grand game, fraternal friendships with comrades in arms. . . . And then, when true patriots of
all sections were striving to forget that there had been a time of black and dismal war, it was a
beacon, lighting their paths to a future of perpetual peace.”Among those Northern patriots
returning from the war in 1865 was a baseball enthusiast named Andrew Peck. His parents
having died when he was a baby, Peck was raised in a New York City orphanage and later sent
upstate to work for a shopkeeper. After the start of the war, he enlisted with the Union army and
was sent to the front with the federal Army of the Potomac, which included Major Abner
Doubleday among its ranks and was renowned for its fondness for baseball. One soldier
described the camp as “alive with ball-players, almost every street having its game.” Once home,
Peck started working as a street salesman in Manhattan, hawking baseball equipment,
knickknacks, and games he created himself, some of which he managed to sell to the



entrepreneur and showman P. T. Barnum. He also began manufacturing baseballs on the top
floor of a building at 109 Nassau Street, where the following year he opened a sporting-goods
store with his partner, W. Irvin Snyder.Before being bought by competitor A. G. Spalding & Bros.,
the Peck & Snyder Base Ball and Sportsman’s Emporium would have a profound impact on the
leisure culture of nineteenth-century America. The company not only produced some of the very
first baseball bats (“fine stock, clear of knots,” a catalog proclaimed) and molded rubber
baseballs (“which for finish, durability and superior workmanship are not surpassed”), it also put
out the first modern canvas tennis shoe and helped make the magic lantern slide projector a
fixture in American homes. And with its small series of cards depicting ball clubs, the sporting-
goods company is believed by many to have given America its first baseball cards.During the
1869 baseball season, Peck & Snyder produced a small advertising card, measuring just three-
and-a-quarter inches by four-and-a-half inches and bearing a glue-mounted photograph
depicting the ten members of the first explicitly professional baseball team—the Red Stocking
Base Ball Club of Cincinnati, whose president was Union army veteran Alfred T. Goshorn and
whose catcher, Doug Allison, had reportedly learned to play as a soldier in war encampments.
On the back of the card is a cartoon showing a ballplayer with sagging eyes and a wispy beard,
his back hunched as he hauls an armful of baseball bats, cleated shoes, and uniform belts. The
cartoon is signed at the bottom: “Yours Respectfully, Andrew Peck.” The ballplayers on the front
of the card, lined up five to a row, were dour, hairy fellows with nearly all-white uniforms. Save for
the knee-high socks, they looked like a group of convicts. Under the guidance of their British-
born center fielder and team captain, Harry Wright, the Red Stockings recruited players from
across the country, signed them to exclusive contracts, and instituted organized team practices
at which the club developed innovations such as the relay throw. Traveling some twelve
thousand miles by rail and boat to play before a couple of hundred thousand people, the Red
Stockings logged a 57–0 record and a net profit of $1.39 on the season.Peck & Snyder
produced at least half a dozen baseball cards between 1865 and 1870, though they were hardly
the first manufacturer to dole out free “trade cards” to promote its products. The advertising
technique had originated in London and been growing for more than a century before hirsute
American infielders started popping up on cards. Pushing household items such as Merchant’s
Gargling Oil Liniment and Lautz Bros. Soaps, trade cards featured either photographs or
drawings of everything from actresses and war heroes to comic scenes and pastoral settings;
either woven into the image or on the back of the card would be an advertisement for the
company’s wares. The earliest baseball-themed cartoon trade cards reflected the rough-and-
tumble style of the post–Civil War game. Players are carried off the field battered and in
bandages, as they were in real life. On some cards, umpires are shown being attacked by mobs
of fans who hadn’t liked their calls.Baseball cards may well have been just one more piece of
forgotten ephemera had it not been for another novel activity made popular by the war: cigarette
smoking. Pioneering cigarette manufacturers would soon discover that coupling their smokes
with the likenesses of ballplayers was an exceptional way to move tobacco. The card-collecting



hobby had no innocent beginnings. It was the by-product of a marketing technique used to
establish the cigarette in the lives of Americans, particularly young boys. And within just a few
years of first appearing in cigarette packages, baseball cards would help spur the creation of the
greatest tobacco monopoly in American history.Before the Civil War, Americans had been
availing themselves of more tobacco per person than any other country in the world, thanks in
large part to an agreeable climate for growing and a massive supply of slaves to work the fields.
The tobacco capital of Richmond, Virginia, alone laid claim to some fifty factories devoted to its
production. Yet the tobacco that many Americans enjoyed went either into their pipes or between
their jaws as plug chew, for the cigarette was considered a bastardized form of the cigar suited
only to the lower classes. That perception persisted until pipes and cigars proved too
cumbersome for soldiers on the move. As the war progressed, more and more cigarettes made
their way from factories in the Southern states to military encampments. Pre-rolled smokes
continued to grow in popularity after the war, inspiring a good deal of hysteria among the
guardians of public health. Weighing in on an 1884 proposal to criminalize the sale of cigarettes
to minors, a New York Times editorial suggested a ban on selling them even to adults: “The
decadence of Spain began when the Spaniards adopted cigarettes, and if this pernicious
practice obtains among adult Americans the ruin of the Republic is close at hand.”Such
pronouncements had no effect on James Buchanan “Buck” Duke, who recognized the massive
sales potential of cigarettes better than anyone. His father, Washington Duke, had fought for the
Confederacy and served time at a POW camp before walking 135 miles to his Durham, North
Carolina, home after the war’s climactic close at Appomattox. The elder Duke sent young Buck
to New York City in 1884 to help open an additional factory for the family tobacco company. Even
then, Buck Duke’s ambition was to make the cigarette America’s go-to form of tobacco. Although
he personally preferred a substantial plug to the dainty sticks, he viewed cigarettes as his family
company’s only chance to wrest American tobacco dominance from rival Bull Durham.
Managing the Manhattan plant by day, he was known to spend nights walking the city streets
picking up discarded cigarette packs of all brands, studying their packaging and trying to
calculate what percentage of the market Duke Bros, had managed to secure. By all accounts he
worked ungodly hours obsessing over advertising and marketing. “I hated to close my desk at
night,” he once said. “There ain’t a thrill in the world to compare with building up a business and
watching it grow before your eyes.”Duke soon came to understand the promotional power of
celebrities, particularly buxom stage women. Duke Bros, salesman Edward Featherston Small,
an advertising mastermind who is credited with inventing the cigar-store Indian, had obtained
permission to use a lithograph of Madame Rhea, a curvy French actress on tour in the States in
1884, for advertising in Georgia. The company superimposed a pack of Duke smokes into her
extended right hand, above the caption “Atlanta’s Favorite,” a ploy that helped Duke sell nearly a
million cigarettes in what had previously been an impenetrable market for him. The front office
was thrilled with Small’s tactic, dashing off a letter to him: “We think you made a happy hit with
Rhea. Give the Bull’s tail another twist.” Small procured many more comely ladies to promote



Duke cigarettes, putting them on advertising posters and having them sell cigarettes on streets
around the country. But the next big twist to Bull Durham’s tail would come in the form of picture
cards. Duke and Small wanted to put the likes of Madame Rhea inside their cigarette boxes, not
just in their ads.The idea was simple: give the buyer a collectible card to go with his pack of
smokes, and he’ll buy more cigarettes in hopes of completing the set. Duke and the other
tobacco makers who followed him wisely numbered their collectible cards, usually twenty-five or
fifty to an issue, which hadn’t been done with earlier trade cards. It helped to create brand
loyalty, and as a bonus, collector-smokers would be advertising the company to anyone they
showed their cards to. It was one of the most ingenious marketing ploys of the nineteenth
century. And advertising aside, the cardboard served a practical function by stiffening soft packs
so that the cigarettes wouldn’t be damaged while stuffed into a smoker’s pocket.To make sure
that the country was blanketed with his cigarette packages and trading cards, Duke dispatched
employees to New York’s Castle Island immigration station, where they handed out free smokes
to newly landed immigrants, who would then carry Duke’s name off to all corners of America.
Duke’s competitors were quick to follow, and the cards they issued gave many Americans their
first glimpses of exotic animals, far-off lands, and celebrities they’d read about in the newspaper,
including ballplayers. They also helped the public equate tobacco with anything and everything
American: state governors, heroes of the Civil War, river steamers, Indian chiefs, billiards stars,
race horses, yacht clubs, and (in what must have been the dreariest of sets) newspaper editors.
As one collector of such cards later recalled, “There were no newsreels, no roto sections, no
picture newspapers. A good cigarette picture was no mere plaything for a boy. It was life. No
wonder Mr. Munson, next door, would pore over my scrapbooks of a winter evening, using his
reading glass under the parlor lamp.” Still, some cards were of particular interest to kids, who
pined after such sets as the Horatio Alger–esque Histories of Poor Boys Who Have Become
Rich and the Terrors of America, which depicted all-American boys causing mischief.Duke and
his fellow card makers grasped the fact that children, then as now, have a say in where the
household’s discretionary income goes. Even though adults collected tobacco cards, the pursuit
appealed primarily to kids. The children, Duke recognized, would beg their parents to buy
whichever cigarette brand issued the card series they desired most. And with a foresight that
would reshape popular advertising Duke determined that, of all potential tobacco-card images,
two could unfailingly shill for a product that even then was known to kill people: scantily clad
women and great athletes.When it came to the former, simple headshots wouldn’t suffice. The
full-body photos on tobacco cards showed robust young women in elaborate yet meager
tasseled dresses and calf-high boots. The models and actresses were thrown across chairs and
sofas, fanning themselves, arms placed unnaturally behind their heads and cigarettes dangling
from their mouths. The cards featuring these “cigarette beauties” inspired an 1888 ode in the
Chicago Tribune: “Who are these beauties, fresh and fair with ebon locks and sun-kissed hair!
Whose that brow of alabaster that makes the heart thump quick and faster! What their names!
Where their abode!”The sexual nature of the cards prompted the wrath of religious leaders and



public-morality groups such as the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union and the Society for
the Suppression of Vice. A Methodist minister in Washington, D.C., decried them as
“indescribably fiendish. To defile the body with tobacco is vile enough, but when all the
processes of modern ingenuity in printing and picture-making are brought into use to stimulate
and start the fires of unholy passion in innocent children, the crime becomes inhuman in its
baseness.”Perpetrators of the card craze even earned a rebuke from the White House when a
tobacco maker had the gall to print a card featuring the comely Frances Folsom Cleveland, wife
of President Grover Cleveland and then the youngest first lady ever. Another inflammatory card
was erroneously believed to depict Jeannette Halford, the daughter of E. W. Halford, the
president’s secretary. Cops raided the studios where cigarette beauties were shot and
sometimes hauled photographers away to jail. When a reporter for the New Orleans Daily
Picayune asked a young woman on the street if she’d ever allow her photo to be taken for a
“cigarette picture,” she bridled, “What a horrid suggestion! Only actresses, baseball players, and
other dreadful people have such things taken.”To young card collectors, those dreadful
ballplayers were every bit the prize as much as the pretty stage ladies, and the advertising war
instigated by Duke would usher in the first golden era of baseball cards. The first tobacco
company to put a baseball player on an insert card was probably Duke’s competitor Allen &
Ginter, a Richmond firm that had entered the cigarette market in 1875. (It’s also possible that
company president Lewis Ginter, a former Confederate army major known for his marketing
savvy, had started putting trading cards inside cigarette boxes before Duke did.) Allen & Ginter
packed their cigarettes tightly in paper wrappers swathed with brightly illustrated labels, and the
firm’s package designs were so ornate that they were featured in the 1876 Centennial Exhibition
of the American Republic in Philadelphia. Allen & Ginter’s 1888 Worlds Champions series
included ten early baseball cards, along with another forty cards depicting boxers, billiards
players, rowers, wrestlers, and gunslingers such as Annie Oakley and Buffalo Bill. The set could
be housed inside an album that included more advertising for “the brightest, most delicately
flavored” tobacco grown in Virginia. Duke answered with a set of baseball “cabinet cards”:
cardboard-mounted photographs large and attractive enough to be displayed behind glass in
living room cabinets.When it came to insert cards, Ginter tried to take the moral high ground,
eschewing the actresses that Duke rolled out for what he considered more manly subjects such
as athletes. But Ginter certainly did his best to split the difference with his Women Baseball
Players series of 1887, which featured staged shots of curvy ladies in snug uniforms, one of
whom managed to gaze seductively at the camera while sliding headfirst into second base.
Around the same time, the genteel citizens of Atlanta flooded the mayor’s office with complaints
when a local tobacconist filled his window with images of the “luscious baseball nine,” a group of
bat-wielding women who injected the game with sex appeal. The scandalous cards and displays
had originated from an unknown company in New York, where a local Christian group and
several newspaper editorial boards, including the New York Sun, launched a crusade against
them. The Atlanta dealer drew such a crowd with his “female baseballists” that police were called



in to disperse the oglers. “When the pictures of the female baseball players were sent out every
dealer in tobacco in the country was crazy to get them as show window attractions,” the Atlanta
Constitution reported. The story also noted that a college professor had threatened a group of
students with expulsion when they decorated their walls with such cards; the students retaliated
by putting a blind horse in the professor’s apartment.For baseball fans, the timing of the tobacco
advertising battles couldn’t have come at a better time. By the 1880s the sport had emerged as
a far-reaching commercial force. Just a few years earlier amateur players and their fans were
bemoaning all the money creeping into the game—the National Association of Base Ball
Players, the first governing organization in the sport, had debated whether to declare
professionalism “reprehensible” as recently as 1870. But the game’s purists were fighting a
losing battle, as more fans turned out for games and players demanded more compensation for
their play. The professional National League (NL) formed in 1876, with the Philadelphia Athletics
and Chicago White Stockings among its eight charter members. A rival American Association
(AA) was founded in 1881 and included teams from Cincinnati and Louisville. Players and fans
of the priggish NL sometimes sneered at the AA, whose games were renowned for low gate fees
and copious amounts of booze, earning it the nickname the Beer and Whiskey League.As star-
powered clubs became increasingly profitable, team owners often poached top players from
rosters in the other league. This practice stopped with the landmark Tripartite Agreement of
1883, in which the two leagues, along with the Northwestern League, agreed to honor one
another’s contracts. But the agreement also set the stage for a nearly century-long battle
between players and owners by cementing the all-important “reserve clause” in baseball. The
rule gave a team owner the right to “reserve” a player for another year at the end of each season,
in effect binding the player to his squad in perpetuity. (The Tripartite Agreement also prevented
teams from picking up players that had been blacklisted from other clubs, further limiting a
player’s movements.) The reserve clause was widely despised among players, even though
salaries rose during the decade; by 1885 the minimum annual haul of a player was a working
man’s $1,000, with a cap of $2,000.The agreement between the leagues may have been
controversial, but it brought the sport the stability it needed to flourish. The May 31, 1886, game
between the New York Giants and the Detroit Wolverines marked the first time a major-league
game logged twenty thousand–plus fans in attendance; in October of that year the National
League and American Association winners faced off in a world championship, a thrilling six-
game series in which the AA’s St. Louis Browns topped the Chicago White Stockings in the sixth
and final game, winning on Curt Welch’s “$15,000 slide” at home, so-called because of the cash
prize it brought the St. Louis club. To mark the occasion, the Lone Jack cigarette company of
Lynchburg, Virginia, put out a picture card for each of the thirteen St. Louis players.In the months
that followed, Goodwin and Co. Tobacco unveiled perhaps the most ambitious and fascinating
set of baseball cards collectors would ever see. After a successful run of twelve cards featuring
the hometown New York Giants, Goodwin began producing a series that would eventually
number more than twenty-three hundred cards and depict more than five hundred players. Taken



as a whole, the sprawling Old Judge set, named for a Goodwin tobacco brand, still stands as
one of the great visual records of late-nineteenth-century baseball and the men who played it.
The company’s primary photographer, Joseph Hall, tried to take pictures of every ballplayer on
the rosters of forty major- and minor-league teams. Although baseball scholars consider him one
of the game’s first great photographers, Hall probably spent more time shooting weddings and
portraits than he did ballplayers. He was a chronicler of life in Brooklyn—one of his only surviving
works aside from the baseball cards is a series of gorgeous photos he took of the borough’s
Green-Wood Cemetery. The imagination and sheer breadth of Hall’s Old Judge photos,
however, suggest that baseball was special to him.Hall enjoyed plenty of artistic latitude in
shooting the Old Judges. The cards were not mass-produced prints; they were sepia-toned
photographs pasted onto heavy-stock cardboard. He shot some players in more than a dozen
poses. In the photos, the mustachioed men wear dark, knee-high stirrups and collared jerseys
buttoned to their Adam’s apples. Most of the players stand in solemn, dignified poses, but the
most intriguing cards depict staged action shots set up in Hall’s Brooklyn studio—runners in
frozen headfirst slides, infielders tagging out opponents as they look in the camera’s eye. Balls
hang from visible strings, bases lie on the studio floor, and painted background cloths show
stadium walls and city skylines. As Hall probably knew well, not even a seven-year-old would
have taken these for spontaneous photographs. But they convincingly evoke the show-manship
of the sport, often with genuine artistry. Each of his full-body portraits is unique, as if Hall was
trying to capture not the face but the personality, and some remain inscrutable today, like the one
of future Hall of Fame outfielder Ed Delahanty, who cups his hands and looks to the sky as if in
prayer.The cards catalog what had become, by the 1880s, a thoroughly professional game, with
players moving regularly from team to team and leagues morphing from season to season as
established squads went under and new ones sprouted up. The Old Judges reflect the game’s
westward crawl, too, with players for such far-flung Western Association teams as Omaha,
Nebraska, and Sioux City, Iowa, featured on cards in 1888. The final installment of Old Judges,
from 1890, showed men from the newly formed Players League, a group that had splintered off
from the National League because of labor issues, most notably the reserve clause. The Players
League had no salary caps, but it folded after just one season.It was clear that Goodwin’s card
makers followed the game closely, and the youngest baseball fans appreciated the attention to
detail. In one of the earliest remembrances of card collecting, published in the New Yorker in
1929, Brooklyn native Arthur H. Folwell explained that, “To many a boy, back in the eighties, the
pictures given with Old Judge cigarettes were the most fascinating. Birds, dudes, soldiers, flags
of all nations were well enough, but miniature photographs of leading ball players in all the
leagues, even the Western Association, were far and away the best. There has never been
anything like the Old Judge ball players.” The author went on to recount how stunned he was as
a boy to learn that Goodwin and Co. managed to correct card issues after midseason trades
between teams. On the card of celebrated outfielder and after-hours evangelist Billy Sunday, for
instance, “The picture showed him, bat in hand, standing before a homeplate that looked



suspiciously like a newspaper thrown on the studio floor.” Sunday clearly wore the uniform of the
Chicago White Sox, but he had the word “Pittsburgh” scrawled sloppily across his chest. “Old
Judge watched over us,” Folwell wrote, “and kept the record straight.”The basic premise of
baseball card collecting has always been to obtain each card in a particular set. An avid collector
could spend the better part of a lifetime trying to track down every Old Judge card, and even
then, as the card historian and collector Lew Lipset noted in his Encyclopedia of Baseball Cards,
“completion is hopeless.” There are simply too many different cards for too many players; no one
even knows for sure how many there are. Modern collectors tend to impose a discipline with Old
Judges, such as pursuing all of the cards of a particular player or of a particular team. There are
perhaps fewer than ten collectors in the world currently chasing the Old Judge set in its entirety.
And those few must be prepared to spend an awful lot of money. In 2008, one pristine Old Judge
card showing Hall of Famer John Ward sold for nearly $30,000 at auction. The set fascinates
collectors in part because new cards that have never before been cataloged continue to surface
in basements and attics around the country.Conventional wisdom holds that the cigarette
launched the baseball card. But one could just as easily argue that, in the United States, the
baseball card launched the cigarette. News reports show that the popularity of baseball cards
like the Old Judges helped win over not only smokers but tobacco salesmen as well. “I told him I
wouldn’t handle cigarettes under any circumstances,” one New York tobacconist recalled telling
Duke upon first meeting him. “[But] Duke began putting into each package a picture of a famous
actress or athlete or the flags of all nations. That was a million-dollar idea, for the pictures came
in numbered sets and the kids began pestering their dads for them. Soon collecting pictures
became a craze and we had to order the cigarettes in quantity. I think this one stunt, more than
any other, really put the cigarette over with the public.”In response to collector demand, Duke
and Allen & Ginter printed loose-leaf, string-bound portfolios into which cards could be pasted.
Throngs of children reportedly showed up outside cigarette factories in New York City on the
weekends, vouchers in hand, demanding new albums for their cards. Every picture card had its
market value among schoolboys, and hard-to-find cards could run as high as a quarter apiece,
which was several times the cost of the cigarette pack itself. Boys badgered strangers on the
street for the cards from their packs. “The life of the dude is made a burden when he appears on
the public thoroughfares with the end of a cigarette gingerly clasped in his pearly teeth. He is
besieged on all sides with requests of ‘Please, mister, give me the picture!’” one news report
explained. “Whenever a number of urchins can be found together, you can wager your last cent
that they are comparing their treasures.”Though they didn’t stir the unholy passions that actress
cards did, baseball cards such as the Old Judges were believed to help hook children on
smoking. The dangers of tobacco were a widely accepted fact in the nineteenth century, and
cigarettes, due to their rapid consumption among kids, were considered a particularly
treacherous form of the stuff. When a nineteen-year-old shoe-factory worker passed away in
Camden, New Jersey, in 1892, the papers printed the habitual smoker’s dying words: “Tell all my
friends ‘Duke’s Best’ have killed me, and beg of them never to smoke another.” It wasn’t unusual



for a boy as young as ten to develop a cigarette habit. Excessive smoking was believed to
damage the nerves and cause fits of madness, and concerned schoolchildren joined together in
antismoking groups in the hope of saving their classmates. Laws prohibiting the sale of tobacco
to minors sprouted up around the country but were generally ignored, allowing a child in 1887 to
buy a pack of cigarettes just as easily as an adult in many towns.News reports of the day
suggested that tobacco makers were expressly targeting children with their cards. The cigarette
“would lie down and die tomorrow” if it weren’t for the high volume of sales to “small boys,” one
tobacco man told the Chicago Daily Tribune in 1888. Indeed, it was the fickleness of young
consumers that made cigarettes among the most heavily and beautifully advertised products of
the post–Civil War period. “Today he swears by the ‘Troubadour Straight Cuts,’ tomorrow he
grows enthusiastic over the ‘Old Judge,’ and the next day calls loudly for the ‘Perl’s Pet,’” teased
a reporter in 1889. Parents and teachers rummaged through their children’s pants pockets and
destroyed whatever cigarette cards they found, and even some tobacco salesmen grew
convinced that the pictures were instrumental in turning a generation of city boys into cigarette
“fiends” in the 1880s. One dealer told the Tribune that, “It would do away with half this boys’
trade, I think, if there was a law prohibiting the giving away of pictures in packages of
cigarettes.”Politicians in several cities around the country tried to put just such laws on the
books. Charleston, South Carolina, effected an ordinance in 1887 prohibiting the sale of
cigarettes with baseball cards, forcing tobacconists to strip their packs of the likes of Cap Anson
and King Kelly. Duke had a pragmatic take on this new law, telling a Durham newspaper that he
didn’t begrudge the mayor one bit for it. In fact, he said he’d prefer to see a nationwide ban on
tobacco cards: “We would give a chromo to the Mayor of Charlotte, and a nice per cent if he
would stop the use of the pictures throughout the entire country, as it would save us $180,000
per year, or nearly $2,000,000 in the next ten years. Competition forced us to adopt this method
of advertising.”Duke’s competitors shared his frustration, because baseball and actress cards
were brutally expensive to produce. Duke put the card costs for his own firm at about $500 per
day, or about $62,000 per day in today’s economy. The most attractive baseball cards could cost
Duke as much as half a pack of cigarettes to make. One Manhattan plant alone was turning out
seventy-five thousand cabinet cards daily, with hundreds of workers toiling around the clock to
produce enough cards to meet demand.Of course, if cards hadn’t meant much to smokers,
Duke and the other tobacco companies wouldn’t have shrunk their profit margins rolling them off
the presses. As the hobby of card collecting grew, the sale of cigarettes grew with it, and Duke
proved as much a master of manufacturing as of marketing. When there were rumblings of a
strike among cigarette rollers at Goodwin and Co. in New York, Duke managed to poach 125 of
his rival’s laborers by luring them to Durham with the promise of housing and generous wages.
When smokers complained that they were mutilating their cigarettes as they pulled them from
their soft packs, Duke developed a hard box that protected the smokes without prohibitively
boosting their price. And to keep up with growing demand, Duke was determined to slash
production costs by shifting from hand-rolled cigarettes to cheaper ones rolled by machine. For



years, a mechanic from Virginia named James A. Bonsack had been tinkering with a contraption
that, in theory, would be able to produce almost fifty times as many cigarettes per day as the
average laborer could. After Duke bought the Bonsack roller in 1884, he and his team worked
out the kinks and in their first year of using the machines rolled out 744 million smokes, which
was more than the entire industry had been producing annually.Duke then had the liberty to
slash his prices, reducing a pack of ten smokes to a nickel, or about half the going rate. His
competitors did what they could to stigmatize machine-made cigarettes as substandard—Allen
& Ginter had foolishly taken a pass on an early version of the Bonsack roller, for fear that its
customers would sneer at anything but hand-rolled cigarettes—but by the late 1880s, with Duke
controlling almost 40 percent of the market, they had no choice but to adopt the same method.
The massive production among just four or five tobacco companies created a handful of
nationally recognized brands, nearly all of which felt compelled to give buyers more and more of
the trading cards they craved.Even so, card-collecting mania was helping to break Duke’s rivals.
The five highest-producing tobacco firms were splurging a combined $2 million per year on
baseball and actress cards by 1890, a staggering expense for the time. The president of tobacco
company F. S. Kinney, which offered Sweet Caporal cigarettes, believed that he was peddling
cardboard as much as he was selling smokes, admitting that he was “most eager to get out of
the advertising madhouse” and “the damned picture [card] business,” both of which ate
insatiably into his profits. The card craze was also hurting Duke himself, who poured twenty
cents of every dollar he made into advertising and marketing. He was coughing up nearly $1
million a year in advertising by 1889, much of it going to inserts and the larger cabinet cards. “Hit
your competitors in the pocketbook,” he once said. “Hit ’em hard. Then you either buy ’em out or
take ’em with you.”That year, Duke decided it was high time to take his competitors with him. In
typically ruthless fashion, he decided to spend even more money on marketing, forsaking his
already slim profit margins just to bury the other companies beneath his advertising. His
competitors realized that folding their companies into Duke’s was the only choice; a trust would
eliminate the need for expensive picture cards. Even Lewis Ginter, who despised Duke
personally, proved willing to join in the budding monopoly. The heads of the five major tobacco
firms met at a Fifth Avenue hotel in Manhattan in April 1889 and created the American Tobacco
Company. “The great question that agitated them was how to stop this picture-giving business,”
the Picayune reported of the trust’s firms. “For years the small boy has collected a valuable
collection of Indians, painted in their most villainous dye, of sturdy athletes, baseball players and
whatnot—enough to set up a Louvre gallery of art in Smallboytown. . . . As long as one [cigarette
company] gave, the rest had to do it too, to keep in the tide of popularity.”In other words, the
popularity of baseball cards helped to spur the formation of one of the most powerful
monopolies in American history. The American Tobacco Company’s new president, Buck Duke,
managed to drop production costs to ten cents per thousand cigarettes and was well on his way
to swallowing up some two hundred additional companies. The controlling parties divvied up
their territories and kept out of one another’s way. The tobacco trust had virtually no competition,



and without competition there was no need for costly advertising —certainly not for elaborate
insert cards, as much as the public adored them. Baseball and actress cards would all but
vanish for the next twenty years.The decency police deemed it a small victory. “They have
probably concluded to kill the boys without corrupting their morals,” a Detroit Free Press editorial
said of the tobacco moguls, “and for this much the country should be thankful.”2Anyone Can Get
the CardsIn 1909, Buck Duke’s American Tobacco Company created the most hallowed card in
all of collecting—the T206 Honus Wagner. Often referred to as the holy grail of the baseball card
world, the finest Wagner specimen has fetched seven figures time and again at auction, bringing
each successive owner a good deal of fame within the collecting world. Not surprisingly, the card
has tended to attract wealthy cardboard fetishists with outsized personalities. Among them is
Michael Gidwitz, a Chicago investment adviser who lives in an overstuffed apartment–slash–
card museum overlooking Lake Michigan.Gidwitz ranks among the most accomplished baseball
card collectors in the world, yet he has come to hate almost everything about baseball card
collecting. The evidence of a corrupted pastime is all around him, he believes. The hobby has
been infected by greed, overrun with shady dealers, and distorted beyond recognition by
prospectors who want to invest rather than collect. Gidwitz, the first person to sell a baseball
card for $1 million, has certainly had a hand in bringing about these lamentable circumstances.
But he sometimes wishes he hadn’t. The monetary aspect of collecting has cost him friends and
ruptured family relationships.“People are so concerned with how valuable these cards are: What
are they worth?” he fumed to me during a visit to his home. “They look for the rookies and throw
out the others. Packs of cards have gotten so expensive. And now there are so many card
companies. . . . It’s impossible to get all the cards each year. When I was a kid, you could get all
the Post cereal cards just by going to the store with your mother.”What Gidwitz hates perhaps
most of all is professional card grading, a paid service in which an expert evaluates a card’s
authenticity and condition. A collector hoping to sell any card of significant value these days has
no choice but to submit it to one of the grading companies that have sprung up since the
practice began, in the early 1990s. The largest of these graders, Professional Sports
Authenticators (PSA), requires a $99 annual membership. For each card graded, its fee can run
anywhere from $10 to $250. PSA president Joe Orlando told me that the company first graded
more than a million cards in a year in 1998 and has graded at least that many annually ever
since.Many collectors consider this a vital service, but Gidwitz sees it as a needless add-on that
allows a cabal of self-proclaimed, self-interested experts to take a cut from the hobby. “In my
opinion, I think that cards get graded [high] if they’ve been restored or if the cards were trimmed,”
he said, referring to the frowned-upon practices of touching up or cutting down worn cards to
make them appear crisper. “It’s just a way to make money. I’ve lost confidence in the
process.”Gidwitz, a collector since childhood, has had only one card professionally graded in his
life. He didn’t pay for it or even request it—although some of his colleagues might suggest that
he’d long been asking for it. For four years in the late ‘90s, Gidwitz owned the T206 Wagner. His
$640,500 purchase of a near-perfect, celebrity-provenanced copy in 1996 made him, at age



forty-six, a big name within the baseball card community. But baseball cards are just one of his
many pop-culture obsessions. Another is impish Mad magazine figurehead Alfred E. Neuman.
After Gidwitz’s purchase of the Wagner, a friend put Neuman’s face onto a baseball card in the
style of the early-1900s American Tobacco issues and gave it to Gidwitz as a gift. Aside from his
freckles and menacing grin, the resulting character is a dead ringer for Wagner, right down to the
old-fashioned Pittsburgh Pirates uniform.
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ewomack, “Provides a great history of cards, and also what can happen when big money
invades a hobby.... Buying collectibles from one's youth will not reverse the natural aging
process in any way whatsoever. Given some of the astronomical, and often outright outrageous,
prices demanded for some old mass produced products, buyers almost have a right to expect
them to perform such miracles. In a cruel twist, items that once provided entertainment for kids,
such as trading cards, video games, action figures, etc., later became costly "investments"
entirely out of reach of any kids, past or present. Not to mention that these once enjoyable and
usable things often get encased, presumably "forever," in numbered and graded plastic cases
and then become "useful" only for their perceived "value." In many other respects, this process
renders the sealed items useless. People will pay the heftiest premiums for untouched things
that no one ever used for their original purpose. These arguably neglected things, things that
didn't entertain anyone in their own day, become as precious as medieval reliquaries. Though
this relatively recent phenomenon of worshiping unused things, and now intentionally
inaccessible and unusable things, defies logic in many ways, unsullied items from the past also
provide the highest nostalgic payback. They allegedly look just as they would have to people of
their times, or, most importantly, as they would have to their buyers as children. The price of
nostalgia remains incalculable and appears without limit. Illusions of recapturing youthful vigor or
forever lost times, or simpler hopes of vast riches, seem to underlie the sometimes reckless
speculation in items once meant for temporary mass consumption. The market has since built
"collectibility" into itself, as just about everything produced comes with the word "collectible"
somewhere in its description. As older and once uncollected products took on the aura and
value of collectibles, companies began to exploit the supposed future collectibility of current
items. Now economies everywhere seem oversaturated with "collectible" things.Those who
collected sports cards in the 1970s and 1980s, likely as children, may identify with the
strangeness of "locking up" items for eternal preservation. Many at that time who bought wax
packs off drug store shelves, complete with that inedible, and by then unnecessary, "gum," likely
never thought of the cards having "value" beyond the mere completing of their sets or obtaining
their favorite players. As to their condition, only egregious creases or tears caused outright
rejection. Trades typically happened card for card and the idea that these pieces of fragile
cardboard might have actual monetary value in the world at large seemed ridiculous. But then
the great speculation of the late 1980s and early 1990s happened and sports cards, particularly
baseball cards, took on the aura of blue chip stocks. People started "investing" in cardboard in
hope of paying for their children's college education or their own retirements. Given soaring card
prices, along with the market's generally short financial memory for speculative bubbles, it made
sense at the time. Then a number of things happened to send these once treasured relics
literally, some would argue inevitably, into the wood chippers of radio stations. For some, they
even became objects of scorn. Anyone before that time who put their collections aside and lived



healthy lives outside of the card market likely missed the catastrophe. The author of the
fascinating historical survey "Mint Condition" fell into this category and a startling realization
apparently inspired his deep investigation into the root causes of the late twentieth century "card
mania." Though it does cover many non-sports cards, it focuses almost exclusively on baseball
and says next to nothing about football, hockey or basketball cards.The book reads like an
exploratory history wrapped around a tiny memoir. The introduction tells the author's own tragic
tale, one that many can probably relate to, of how his childhood "cardboard treasures" turned
out to have little to no value in the early twenty-first century. Reunited with the thousands of
cards he collected in the 1980s, he had hoped to finally reap the long-awaited profits that he
remembered the once regal market proffering. He encountered something quite different and the
profits, or lack of them, proved severely disappointing. The market seemed to have completely
collapsed. Numerous dealers had vanished, online auctions featured desperate pleas to sell
lumbering piles of cards for measly sums, the dealers he managed to find told him that his stash
had no value, and one even refused to look at them. Another dealer told him the hobby had
become "complicated" by big money, an overwhelming amount of sets and auction scandals.
While the author's "valuable" childhood cards had aged in a distant closet, kids had moved on to
other things, such as playing video games or collecting Pokémon or Yu-Gi-Oh cards. In other
words, the industry had somehow completely alienated its traditional core demographic. It
instead attracted affluent adults who wanted to relive the days when cards spoke directly to
them. To find out what happened, the book looks back to the origins of baseball and the cards
that helped popularize it. That requires traveling back to the 19th century."Peck and Snyder," a
very early sporting goods store, manufactured America's first known baseball cards in 1869.
Used for promotion - or, in today's vernacular, "swag" - they featured pictures of entire teams.
Soon, cards as inserts played a role in boosting cigarette sales. An ambitious James Duke put
photos of famous alluring actresses on ads for his cigarettes. Satisfied with the results, he then
inserted pictures on cardboard into individual packages and ingeniously numbered them so
people would want to "complete the set." This simple gimmick boosted sales beyond
expectations. Actresses, mostly scantily clad, and athletes, subjects then considered "uncouth,"
produced the most sales. Other companies soon copied Duke's scheme, including Allen &
Ginter, who featured baseball players in 1888 and an interesting and scandalous "Women
Baseball Players" series that showed women dressed far too tightly for late nineteenth century
sensibilities. "Old Judge" then raised the bar by releasing a card for every major league player.
Cigarette sales, even to children as young as 10, skyrocketed. But printing cards also ate into
precious profits and, as retaliation against "this picture-giving business," multiple companies
formed the American Tobacco company, or trust, in 1889 and put an end to cigarette cards for a
few decades.As antitrust legislation began to threaten the Tobacco industry, cards reappeared in
1909 with 15 brand names. Known as the T206 series, it ran from 1909 to 1911 and produced
the hobby's most worshiped card, the T206 Honus Wagner. For reasons unknown, and still
disputed, the card only saw 100 or less printings. The legend that Wagner had it intentionally



withdrawn to discourage kids from smoking, though a fantastic story, remains controversial. The
invention of "bubble gum" in 1928 led to a vicious market for children's "pennies" and "novelties"
differentiated the voluminous brands. Fleer began with a comic strip wrapper and Goudey
countered with the popular "Indian Chewing Gum" cards that depicted Native Americans, but not
always favorably. In 1933, Goudey's "Big League Chewing Gum" cards dominated the gum
market, but no one could find card number 106. Though the company never admitted it, many
accused Goudey of excluding that card to drive kids into a wild completion frenzy. If so, it
worked. Parents who complained received a now very valuable "Nap" Lajoie card that
resembled the 1934 series. Bowman had entered the gum market in 1929 with "Blony" and
cards inevitably followed, most notably the violent and popular 1937 "Horrors of War" series that
claimed to promote peace. Baseball nearly vanished during World War II, but Bowman
continued to profit from gum and cards, despite scarce resources.The post-war years began
with "the card wars" between the fiercely competitive Bowman and Topps. After a few flops,
Topps took an immense risk and signed deals with baseball players who already had exclusive
deals with Bowman. When the famous 1952 Topps set appeared in stores, Bowman sued, but
the case found that players should decide their own publicity. Bowman gave up the fight in 1956
and sold their rights to Topps, making them into a virtual monopoly that would last for decades.
They kept an ominously tight grip on the market. Only Ted Williams relented and signed with
Fleer for a single year in 1958. The resulting set, 80 cards of Ted Williams, stands as one the
industry's most awkward creations. Topps released two famous non-sports sets in 1962, the
gruesome "Civil War News" and the even more gruesome and racy "Mars Attacks." Around this
time, baseball players received no revenue from card sales, prompting Marvin Miller in 1968 to
convince players to not renew their fixed payment contracts with Topps. They agreed, unionized,
renegotiated, and "group licensing was born." Fleer saw its chance and won in court, which
forced the union to allow other companies to print baseball cards by 1981. In that same year,
despite fears of overload, kids bought up all of the Topps, Fleer and Donruss cards produced.
Topps's fierce monopoly had officially ended, but the healthy competition seemed to actually
increase interest and sales.Around the same time, adults began treating cards as commodities
not only to collect, but to "invest" in. Price guides with grading standards appeared in the late
1970s and values rose steadily. Investment firms bought Topps and Donruss, rookie cards
became a hype and counterfeits began to appear, most notably the 1987 Don Mattingly rookies
created by a 14 year old. It fooled most experts, but not Paul Sumner, whose ability to identify
fake Mattingly cards led to the founding of Upper Deck in 1988. Raising not only printing and
quality standards, they also added holograms to every card to foil counterfeiters. Their risky
move of featuring then unproven Ken Griffey, Jr. as card #1 of the premiere set paid off in droves.
No one knew how many cards each company actually printed, but estimates ran into the
millions. Given those numbers, cards couldn't really qualify as "scarce," but people bought them
like precious rarities nonetheless. Then in 1989, a missed obscenity on a Billy Ripkin card
provided the best bad press possible for the hobby, but it ultimately led to the sale of Fleer.



Investors now controlled most of the hobby and it grew to unsustainable levels throughout the
early 1990s. The rarest cards and sets sold for hundreds of thousands and even millions of
dollars through auction houses such as Sotheby's. "Cardboard gold" became the ubiquitous
tagline. Inevitably, fraud and counterfeiting became increasingly rampant, leading to the rise of
third party grading, but some have claimed that altered cards can go undetected even by
grading services. The debate continues to rage.The rally crashed with the highly derided
baseball strike in 1994. To many, greed seemed to infect both the sport and the card hobby and
people dumped their cards en masse. One radio station announcer promised to burn any cards
sent to him and he received so many that fire marshalls prohibited him, so he switched to a less
dangerous, but still effective, wood chipper. The industry had released some 350 sets in 1994
alone, supersaturating the market and adding to the resentment. To keep remaining buyers
interested, valuable "inserts" provided an "illusion of scarcity" and transformed the hobby
arguably more into gambling than collecting. People starting buying cards for the inserts and the
cards fell to the side. This practice reached its pinnacle in 2003 when Donruss carved up a 1925
Babe Ruth game jersey, arguably an act of historical vandalism, and sold its 2100 tiny bits in
packs. Donruss, then in the hands of investors, defended it as "the reality of the free market and
the reality of capitalism."By the end of the book, things don't look too good for the hobby. The
speculators have taken over and exploited the nostalgia of moneyed adults, the FBI performed
some investigations, and children have found other, and more affordable, things to do. The
author implores Topps to "restore cards" rather than reinvent them, and to make the hobby
accessible to children again by bringing back its lost social dimensions. Whether kids still want
baseball cards at all remains a larger question, as they apparently want other cards. Along with
that, a culture shift seems to have taken place, in that everything seems to have become
"collectible" in today's America. Collecting something for its own sake, without any regard to
"value," seems extremely challenging after a hobby experiences a rampant speculative episode.
Can cards even go back to those quaint days when kids flipped, wrote on and handled them with
what now seems like reckless abandon? Could anyone see them as valueless playthings ever
again? In short, has the hobby crossed a line that it can never "uncross?"As potential support for
that claim, Covid-19 conditions seem to have reignited some of the investment zeal that the
hobby lost, though nothing compared to the 1980s and 1990s. But one could say the same for
almost all collectibles during the pandemic. Only time will tell whether it all ends up as a
temporary spike or as an outright revival, but sports cards seem to look more and more like
artifacts of generational interest, though the efforts of Jefferson Burdick did bring some attention
to major museums. The "famous" cards, such as the T206 Wagner, remain outliers and appear
outside the hobby mostly due to their insane auction prices. Another major event looms as Major
League Baseball announced that it will end their decades long relationship with Topps and begin
anew with Fanatics beginning in 2022. Few saw that coming, especially Topps. Though the book
obviously couldn't cover such recent developments, people infected with "the collecting disease"
should read "Mint Condition" for its interesting historical information, many unforgettable stories



and also some perspective on what can happen when big money invades a hobby.”

Mark Luebker, “FLASHBACK! Lots of stuff I didn't know about my childhood (and again later)
hobby. NIce overview of how baseball cards came to be and the collapse of the collectors'
market after the excesses of the 1990s. I stopped collecting in the 1980s, but even then it was
more into it for the collecting and nostalgia than any notion of investing. For me, the important
things was getting all the Minnesota Twins (or Washington Senators) to complete my late-1950s
and early-1960s team sets. The author seems to be on the same wavelength, so if you are too,
you'll likely enjoy this book. (And it was very cool to discover the origins of the 1962 "Civil War
News" set and see some of the unused card designs that Topps came up with over the years.)”

Daniel Rosenberg, “Highly recommended for anyone interested in the hobby. What a well-
researched and nicely-written book. I've been collecting baseball cards since the 1970s, and I
learned a lot reading this page-turner. I'd recommend it for anyone who's interested in the hobby.
Interestingly, the author comes to the same conclusion I reached about the baseball card
industry over a decade ago: It needs to go back to the way it was, with fewer sets, fewer "insert"
cards and cheaper prices. And bring back the bubble gum and cardboard.”

Marlin T. Carlson, “This book is graded GEM MINT/PRISTINE 10!!!. Wow - if you want to be
schooled in the history of baseball/trading cards from their inception: tobacco cards, Cracker
Jack cards, bubble gum cards, etc., this book will have you mesmerized! The history of cards is
well described in chronological order so its provides a smooth transition from one generation to
the next from vintage cards through the "Junk Wax" era to the modern day! We highly
recommend you read "Mint Condition" if you enjoy the hobby and/or collect baseball cards in
general.  This book will not disappoint you!”

Cole Brown, “A Story that Needed to Be Told. This book sat on my wish list for months. I delayed
purchasing it because while I loved collecting baseball cards as a kid I figured there was no way
an entire book about baseball cards could be enjoyable.I was dead wrong.While the idea of
baseball card history sounds rather dull, Jameison makes it humorous, entertaining, and
insightful. He does so by displaying the historical import of certain card sets (arguing, for
example, that cigarettes owe their American success to baseball cards), interviewing those who
played key roles in the creative and business growth of baseball cards, and giving us an up-
close look at the most eccentric collectors and dealers.He writes as one who, like me, loved the
hobby of collecting and trading cards as a child in the 80's -- only to eventually give up on the
hobby when baseball cards became so expensive and overproduced that chidlren could no
longer participate in the same way. As such, I felt as if he was investigating on my behalf and
speaking on my behafl throughout.That said, if you enjoy quirky American history, business case
studies, or interesting characters you should find the book a quick and fun read. Even if you were



not a card-collecting child in the 80's.[...]”

Bill Dolworth, “Profiting From The Collector's Disease. This is a wonderful book on many
different levels. I was surprised to learn that baseball cards have been in existence since the
1860s. The book explores, in a very entertaining way, the marketing of cigarettes and gum by
packaging them with collectible cards; images of baseball players being by far the most popular.
The author also tells fascinating stories of the men who significantly contributed to the hobby:
the entrepreneurs, the collectors, the creative teams and in later years the speculators. The
story of how one company became a long running monopoly in the industry and how that
monopoly was broken by the head of the baseball player's union was engrossing. The chapter
on a contemporary baseball card dealer who warns buyers about doctored cards, can be read in
a new light, since he recently admitted to trimming the sides of the world's most famous and
valuable baseball card.”

Richard Morrison, “Superb guide, beautifully written. This book is indispensable for anyone who
collects baseball cards. I was pleasantly surprised at how well written Mint Condition is, the
result of Jamieson being both a professional journalist and a knowledgeable collector. As a
former newspaper editor myself, I have no patience for boring writers but there were no dull
sections in Mint Condition. My only quibble: There should have been a few paragraphs
explaining why it's okay to restore an old painting or a vintage automobile, but its not okay to
clean, trim, smooth or otherwise improve the condition of a vintage baseball card. (For that
matter, coin collectors have never adequately explained to me why it's taken for granted that
cleaning or "whizzing" a coin lowers its value). I would love an updated commentary in light of
the 2012 Black Swamp Find.”

The book by Dave Jamieson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 184 people have provided feedback.
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